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Abstract: The popularity of the developing application using microservices architecture is gaining more attention because of the independent modules, scalable, maintainable, monitorable, Continuous Integration (CI), Continuous Delivery (CD) and better fault isolation. This architectural style that breaking large software projects into small independent and loosely coupled services. So, this approach produces independently deployable service which adopts its own communication mechanism for intercommunication. This paper proposes benefits and set of guidelines while adopting the microservice architecture along with the cost benefits.
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1 INTRODUCTION

He latest trend in the software development industry adhering the process of defining the software service designs in a more modularized and independently operatable, through adopting the microservice architecture. This increases the benefits of maintaining and developing the software more agile. There are three major notable benefits are faster delivery, improved scalability and greater autonomy. So, both organization and developer are benefited without any doubt. Software Engineering updates the well-defined scientific principles, methods, and procedures help to build an efficient and reliable software product. Microservice can be one among them. Before Microservices, the monolithic typed software development ruled the software industry. As the web-based software development started to evolve the need for the newer architecture because of the limitation in the monolithic typed applications. So, Service-Oriented Architecture-based software development began. Most of the software that is running is based on the Service Oriented Architecture( SOA).

2 METHODOLOGY

The research methodology used in the is paper is Qualitative research Methodology which performs the case study on the existing design standards like monolithic, Service-oriented Architecture(SOA) and analyzed the advantages of them. And collected the feedback and suggestion of the various category peoples like end-users, software developers, testers, business analysts and organization’s management peoples. The case study research is conducted through surveys and innovation technical discussions. This approach brought an in-depth study of the existing context. Awareness of the problem The research to aware of the problem faced by the usages of the cloud architectures like monolithic and SOA and propose to adopt the Microservices for its advantages. Development The existing theories are analyzed compared with each other for their benefits. And the survey is conducted to know the awareness of the Microservices architectures.Data Collection Data were collected through interviews, online surveys and documentary materials. Set of written questionnaires were asked to know their opinions and feedback on the usages of the architectures.

3 PROBLEM STATEMENT

Good software requires a constant update in the technology so that users don’t get bored. So, change is inevitable not only because of the requirement changes but also to adopt the recent technology stock and standards. The type of adaptation of the change is called modernization which requires understanding the existing system and transforming with the latest changes without major impact in the running software. I conducted research to know the issues in the existing architectures and feedback and opinions from different categories of people in the industries were analyzed, to get the benefits of modernization of the software.

3.1 Surveyed Audience

Software Developers Testers DevOps Engineer Product Owner Feedback from the application users Random anonymous People from Online and tech forum

3.2 Survey Questions

The below questions were circuited over the online survey, interviews to get the opinion. What is your role Share your opinion on your current development process In your current job role, what can be simplified? Do you expect the application to be updated with a modern look and feel often? How often you would like to see the changes. Specify. What is the crucial part of development? Mention all your challenges in your job role? How do you upgrade your software? Do you use any automation to speed up your work? As a product owner, what are all your concerns in developing and maintaining the software? As a developer/tester express your concern for the betterment of the software development process. Do you follow architecture styles for development?
3.3 Survey Responses
The below said points were collected using data clean up techniques using data mining from the 1002 survey responses. Want to see the changes deployed soon production. Want to adopt automation. Whole Application should not be down for an upgrade. Easily monitorable. Deployment time should be less. And the ability to increase the load balance. Interoperable and portable with third-party software should work vice-versa Don’t want to invest time in training the people repeatedly for business study. Wanted to simplify so that their own organization employees are enough to maintain the software at their control. Test cases should be automated and build should deploy. When there is an error, should be notified. Even the application down, need the ability to cache the content. Single developer should be able to manage the development. Both UI and servicer related works should go in parallel. Team should be able to manage the development with minimum support. The said points were collected from the survey which I’ve conducted in the Social Media, GitHub as feedback and opinions. These responses to be analyzed, to over come the issue by adopting the microservices-based architecture.

4 Architecture of Microservice
From the problem statements the said points were collected from survey results of 800 responses. Consolidating on the points we can say the people who expressed the concerns are using the monolithic and SOA based architectures. So I'm listing the advantages of the microservice-based architectures.

5 Advantages of adopting Microservices
From the problem statements the said points were collected from survey results of 800 responses. Consolidating on the points we can say the people who expressed the concerns are using the monolithic and SOA based architectures. So I'm listing the advantages of the microservice-based architectures.

5.1 Technical Advantages
The advantage of adopting microservices benefits the below category technically.

6 Adaptation Advantages
6.1 Technical Advantages
The technical advantages of adopting this architecture are listed as per the category. Service Autonomy- This will break the component as undependable and isolated loosely coupled service which can be deployed independently. 2. Front-end integration - As you break the more independent services, it is easier to reuse and integrate with all front-end services and exposed as third party services. 3. Resource Monitoring and Management - Monitoring of the software is always a big problem in software maintenance. As the software is developed with more complexity and highly coupled with more layer. It because difficult to maintain and track the place of error occurrence. When you adopt the MSA based architecture each service can be watched and the service’s health check status can be automated. This ability will facilitate to scale the apps on-demand and as well as raise the notification on the unstable health check. 4. Failure and recovery - When there is any failure with the system, it is easy to replace and upgrade. The breakages/outage of the service will not break the entire application. The requests that were received during the downtime can be cached and reprocessed. Also, the ability to scale the application horizontally will increase the chance of high loads to the same service. 5. Continues Integration & Delivery - As Martin Fowler says in his blog, "Being able to swiftly deploy small independent units is a great boon for development, but it puts additional strain on operations". So, as you complete your development, the DevOps process should automatically trigger the build and run the test cases. On successful completion, the build should be deployed in the configured container. 6. Cross Team Interaction - As you start breaking the independent modules, each service can be owned by the team without any dependency and give the flexibility to work simultaneously by the minimal interaction with other teams. This gives the full stack developer to own the complete modules including UI, Services layers. This is also giving the opportunity to improve the communication between developments, QA and testing teams. 7. Automation - In Microservices based architecture, automation can be embraced easily. The repetitive works like deployment, integration, unit tests, service health monitoring, error notification, self-repairing on build failure can be automated through DevOps process 8. Reduces the complexity – Keeping the whole code and maintaining will be really overburdened to the process. This makes more coupled code will create complexity in the development and deployment. Also, it stops the processing of adapting to the latest technology stack. When adopting microservice it, smoothen the processing complexity of upgrade is performed. 9. Decentralized Governance and Management – Monolithic application standards enforce the single technology platform which might look easy at the beginning but it will become the bottleneck over the period as it started growing. The monitoring of the application will be a big problem when it goes to the maintenance phase. Microservice preferred to manage its own database for each service. So, data management and decentralization makes easy.

6.2 Cost Benefits
Saves Training Cost - As we don’t depend on the other services while developing the software. The adaptation of the MSA helps to remove the dependency of the domain experts. To work on the application, you don’t need to be an expert in the domain. Anyone can work independently with just mock data. As the inputs and outputs are well defined. The investment in training cost can be reduced. Unused Services - The cost involved in running the low priority services can be scaled down. This helps to reduce 40% of the computing power and experienced 20-50% cost savings overall.
3. Organized Around the Business – This is the point where Microservice bases architecture plays a very important role in adding more value to the business. High demanded services alone can be increased instead of deploying the whole systems. As demand decreases, we can also reduce the server. This avoids unnecessary cost to the product maintenance and issue of a server outage because of high demand. The increase and decrease of the service instances can be also automated which gives the opportunity to adopt a carefree technique in software maintenance.

7. Migration Guide to Microservice Architecture
Before you migrate to microservice-based architecture while modernizing the existing application the below category points need to be considered while architecting new Morden Microservice-based application. I have drafted this checklist as a yes or no type questions. The keypoint of adopting the Microservices is the notation of the independently replaceable and upgradeable capability.

7.1 Service Definition
Is the service granular enough to break without dependency? Is the service able to handle its own defined task (single business activity)? Is it a self-contained and independently develop and deploy unit? Does the service encompass all necessary resources to support the business activity? Does the service have a proper service boundary and does not expose the internal details to the outside of the service boundary? Is the service easily upgradeable? Is the service independently scalable? Is the usage documentation for each service properly written Can a single team own the development of the services from inception to production?

7.2 Service Interactions
Does the service use a standard mode of communication like HTTP and REST-based JSON? Does the microservice have a well-defined interface for data exchange? Does the service support design for retries and fallback? Does the service take into account the failures of dependent services?

7.3 Performance, Exception Handling, and Scalability
Is the service resilient? Can the service be independently deployed and scaled? Are the health and performance of the application monitored independently? Is there a centralized logging mechanism to utilize log visualization tools? Is the performance monitored? Is load-balancing ensured? Is elasticity handled? Are timeouts managed? Can metrics like infrastructure, file system operations, inbound requests, responses, integrations, and external services possible to monitor? Does the service capable enough to publish metrics on its uptime and response time? So that the monitoring infrastructure take the corrective measures? Does the service have timeouts with default behavior implemented?

7.4 Integration Considerations
Do you follow the enterprise standard communication methods? Do you exchange messages through the service by the required headers like reply-to queues? Do you send a communication through HTTP which are available over a pull API? Do the events raised by the service defined in JSON format?

7.5 Hosting/Monitoring
Can the service be provisioned programmatically on short notice? Can the monitoring infrastructure able to detect the service operation status? Can the monitoring infrastructure detect a degradation in the SLA based on the metrics/heartrate the service is publishing? Can the notification infrastructure raise an appropriate notification to the concerned team and alerts when it gets a failure log message? Does the monitoring system keep statistics of uptime or failures, requests serviced and show them inappropriate dashboards in a visualized format? Is the service easily discoverable? Is the service runtime status in the registry reflected if the service is started or stopped?

8. Future work
The below can be improvements can be made to the existing work To Improve the existing proposed method and to find the other use cases that beneficial in designing better Microservices architecture approach. As IoT related concepts are also trending, need to perform further analysis in the area. Similar case studies needs to be performed and benchmarked in IoT related domains. Further consideration checklist to utilize API gateway, load balancing, monitoring, log configuration needs to be carried The similar survey should be conducted to understand the concern of the Microservice users/developers/testers/IT Engineer/Support Engineers. Studies needs to be benchmarked with “Serverless Computing" which doesn’t requires a server to manage, instead use functions and source code directly as the unit of execution

9. Conclusion
The advantages of adopting microservice-based architecture give the opportunity of delivering the project, more efficiently and quickly by the characteristics of microservices. This also clearly indicates and removes the most of customer reported feedback from the survey. The simplified configuration is made possible of the easy maintenance of the software owning cost at their own lab. Instead of paying a huge amount for the maintenance cost. Further research to improve the method designed in the paper by using different domains needs to be performed to enhance the result.
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